
PERSONALITY ASS1'~;:;Sr'IENT SYS'IEM nr'lE..l-lPRETATION 

IN'IERNALIZERS-- ! 
Reali ty is imlard-oriented 
Responds to internal cues 
Creates ideas quickly 
Prefers thinking to doing 
Idealistic 

1+ I 1-

EX'IERNALIZERB-- Er -
Reality centers on the external 
Responds to cues outside self 
Needs to relate to people 
Prefers doing to thinking 

E- Practically orie~ted 

world 

E+ 

Self-sufficient, bUt needs Res~onds to activities and people 
People for support Isolation from people is threatening 

Rich imagination Feels intellectually inferior 
Emotional intimacy is threatening Needs acceptance from others 
Separation anxiety Is a "realist" 
Needs nurturing Outer directed 
Finds intense relating tir'ing Si tuationally dependent 
Personal security is important Must be involved with others 
~eelings obscure, turned inward Realistic but respOnsive to every stimulus 
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FLEXIBLE/SENSITIVE-- !:' 
Low sensory threshold 
,Sensitive 
Insightful, empathetic 
Intuitive 
Retiponsive to most stimuli 
Low tolerance for frustration 

Et+ F F-

Learns best by concepts 
Must understand to learn 
Understands total ideas 
Cannot see the trees for the forest 
Distractible, low concentration 
Crea ti ve, artistic 

REGULA TED/nrSULATED-- R 

High sensory threshold 
Emotionally insulated 
Logical, procedural 
Focused 
Perseverance 
Can tolerate confusion 

R~ R 

Learns best by rote memory 
Can begin to learn without understanding 
Good at concentration 
Perfectionist 
Imitative, mimics 
Cannot see the forest for the trees 
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SOCIALLY ADAPTAB1E-- ! 
Can comfortably adapt to new situations 
Easily picks up social "cues" 
Makes good first impressions 
Others expect more 

A+ A ~,-, A-

Socially responsive 
Reflects the behavior of the group 
Responsive, imitative in social role 
Charming, invol v1ng 
"~lthings to all people" 

UNIFORM SOCIAL ROLE- !! 
Uneasy in new social situations 
Often misses important social "cues" 
Is cautious in making first impressions 
Underestimated 

ll- U U+ 

Socially aloof 
Socially insulated 
Tends to be the "same" person 
Often ignored. 
Lacks social sensitivity 

- Willi~m G. Rodd 
Gabe and Randy Cazell 
1981 
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-J:NTERNALIZER 

Relatively "private"; reality is 
inward,; responds to internal cues. 

.-i 

Energy depletion: saturation from too 
much relating; needs to re-energize 
alone. 

To best make decisions, needs to 
"process" information, facts, or 
alternatives alone. 

EXTERNALIZER 

I 

Relatively "open" and invoJ,.ving; 
reality is "real'" world; responds' 
to external cues • 

Energy depletion: not enough in
volvement with people; needs two
way inte~action with people to ·re-ener ~ze. 

with me to 

this out ! " 

To best make decisions needs 
someone to talk with in order 
to "process" information. 
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INTERNALIZER 

Feels invaded when others get too 
close or demand involvement and 
inclusion. 

Rich ~ith_,1,.~gj..nationt ;I.deas. 
Could appear passive, but "action" 
is internal. 

~ 
. 9 T far 

Too close. / ru \ 00 

I iJ \ 
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~'. 
Needs people at a "safe" distance 
(individually defined) - not too 
close, not too far. Anxiety or 
uncomfortable feelings if others 
become too close, or go too far 
away. 

"\ ...• 

EXTERNALIZER 

~. 

Feels anxiety when isolated and 
interaction and involvement are 
denied. 

" , , Ii 
@ 

~ACTION--

~.J I t \ 

Practical and action oriented. 
Needs to be "doing", interacting 
with "real" surroundings. 

"I TRINK YOU THINK It M NOT 
CAPABLE." 

Anxious about HOW others perceive 
them intellectually. Threatened 
by inference that he is not capab: 
or not smart. 
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FLEXIBLE 
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I 
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Low sensory threshold: reacts or 
responds to minute stimuli coming 
into five senses 

Distraotible when doing tasks. 
Can "keep an eye" on everything 
at one time. 

"WilyI:' 
"How Clome ll 

''Wha t for" 
''What does it 

mean" 

lL 
. 2~ 

Learns best by WHOLE concept - must 
undsrstoDd before can learn (details) 

REGULATED 

eRN I ) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

'0 
High sensory threshold: reacts· 
or responds when stimuli ooming 
into five senses are more intensl 

Focused (high concentration) whel ; 
doing tasks. Can be oblivious 
to environment around them when 
work:!.ng on a task. . . 

Learns best by LOGICALstep-by-st( 
method - n~e~~ order an~ details 
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FLEXIBLE 

View of the world - "It 
on the situation." 

- "-
'" 

85% 
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", -
Concerned with the general 
picture. 

0(\ !) 
~ \) . 

depencls 

over-all 

Behavior is spontaneous, by "feel", 
often unpredictable. 

REGULATED 

BLACK OR .1 WHITE 

View of the world - "Black or 
white- there is a right and 
a wrong." 

'00 1- STANDARDS 

/. 

Perfectionist - concerned with 
the details. 

4 

Behavio~ is patterned, often 
predictable. 
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ROLE' ADAPr IVE 

Naturally picks up "cues" and 
behaves appropriately for the 
situation. 

S'ocial roles ~ all seem to fit, 
is versatile, comfortable in all 
situations. 

Anxious trying to live up to the 
high expectations of others. 

. / 

ROLE UNIFO 

. "-. 

Has difficulty picking up 
"cues" and sometimes behaves 
inappropriately for the situation. 

Social roles: "knows a few and 
does them well, uncomfortable 
unless knows what is expected •. ' 

New-
S j +-uoa+i ons 

o 

Anxious in new and unfamiliar 
situations' (socially cautious) • 


